In the last few years, efforts to codify the organizing principles behind biological systems have been capturing the attention of a growing number of researchers in the systems and control community. This endeavour becomes increasingly important as new technologies make it possible to engineer complex cooperating systems, that are nevertheless faced with many of the challenges long overcome by their natural counterparts. One area in particular where biology serves as an inspiring but still distant example, involves systems in which members of a species cooperate to form collectives whose abilities are beyond those of individuals. This paper looks to the process by which ants optimize their foraging trails as inspiration for an organizing principle by which groups of dynamical systems can solve a class of optimal control problems. We explore the use of a strategy termed 'local pursuit', which allows members of the group to overcome their limitations with respect to sensing range and available information through the use of neighbour-to-neighbour interactions. Local pursuit enables the group to find an optimal solution by iteratively improving upon an initial feasible control. We show that our proposed strategy subsumes previous pursuit-based models for ant-trail optimization and applies to a large array of problems, including many of the classical situations in optimal control. The performance of our algorithm is illustrated in a series of simulations and experiments. . }Throughout the paper, the word 'group' will refer to a collection of control systems, as opposed to the mathematical object with the same name.
Introduction
In the ongoing attempt to meet the engineering challenges of the present and future, systems science has often looked to biology for examples of what is possible and clues as to how it might be achieved. While nature can rarely be outperformed, this process has seeded several important research directions and solutions, from flying machines (Heppenheimer 2003) and robotic fish (Triantafyllou and Triantafyllou 1995, to neural networks and models of complexity (Crounse and Chua 1996 , Chua 1999 , Wolfram 2002 . One area where biology offers some especially intriguing possibilities involves the formation of collectives (e.g. social insects, wolf packs and schools of fish, to name a few) whose 'joining together' gives rise to behaviours which are qualitatively different from those of individual members. Arguably, it is this ability of biological groups} (Parrish and Hammer 1997, Gordon 1999) to be 'more than the sum of their parts' (as well as robustness and redundancy considerations) that has motivated the study of engineered collectives in a variety of settings (Hirua et al. 1997 , Bekey and Roumeliotis 2002 , Brown et al. 2002 , Jabdabaie et al. 2003 , including the problem discusses in this work, and has led to the development of early prototypes (D'Andrea 2000) .
In this paper, we look to the behaviour of ant colonies-specifically the formation and optimization of their trails-as inspiration for exploring the cooperatives solution of a class of optimal control problems. Ants have the collective ability to find optimal or near-optimal paths (e.g. from their nest to food sources) over geometrically complex terrain and relatively large distances (Gordon 1999 , Camazine et al. 2001 ), compared to the scale of an ant. This is remarkable given that ants are not equipped with long-range sensors, and do not have access to the global geometry of their environment or to the coordinates for the food sources on some agreed-upon coordinate systems. Instead, the information available to individual ants is obtained locally (e.g. detecting local terrain features, concentrations of pheromones and other nearby ants). These restrictions, namely limited sensor range and limited geometric information, make the problem of trail optimization difficult to solve without cooperation (we will have more to say about this shortly). At the same time, they are relevant for electro-mechanical systems such as miniature ground vehicles, UAVs or planetary rovers, that are now being used as building blocks for engineered collectives. Similar demands for 'local' decision-making could apply, for example, to autonomous vehicles moving in the unknown environment, armed with the ability to gather information on their surroundings to communicate with nearby team members.
Models for ant-trail formation often begin with a single ant that explores the environment while laying down a pheromonic trail (Meer 1998) . That trail can be re-traced back to the nest when an important event (such as food discovery) has taken place and then used by other ants that are 'recruited' to transport the food to the nest. Various mechanisms have been proposed for the process of recruitment (Taylor 1978 , Pasteels et al. 1987 ) and for the 'rules' what determine the movement of a recruit, from chemical detection-driven processes for steering along an existing pheromonic trail, to observations of the direction of arrival of seeds into the nest (see, e.g. Camazine et al. 2001 and references therein) . Using one of the simplest models, termed 'local pursuit', Bruckstein (1993) showed that if ants follow one another between a 'nest' and a 'food source' location in R 2 , they effect successive improvements (shortening) of their paths over those of their predecessors. This last strategy will be shown here to be far more versatile and broadly applicable-insofar as optimal control is concerned-than the earlier work reveals. Using the ant trail optimization problem as a point of departure, we shown that a group of dynamical systems can solve a class of optimal control problems in 'small pieces', by mimicking the behaviour of ant colonies, in a sense that will be made precise in the next section. The problems under consideration include complications such as dynamics with drift (inertial) terms, non-linearities, optimality criteria other than length and non-Euclidean environments. Furthermore, our results suggest that the early pursuit-based models for ant trail optimization (Bruckstein 1993 , Hristu-Varsakelis 2000 can be made comprehensive enough to capture-qualitatively, at least-the behaviour of ants in real-world environments.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in } 1.1 we discuss the problem of ant trail optimization and its solution in R 2 via local pursuit. In } 2 we describe the broader class of optimal control problems we are concerned with, to be solved by a group of interacting dynamical system. We define two versions of a new pursuit algorithm, depending on whether member of group communicate continuously or periodically. The behaviour of a group that evolves under local pursuit is discussed in } 3, where the main results on the convergence of the algorithm are presented. Section 4 illustrates various aspects of local pursuit in a series of simulations and in an experiment which was carried out using a group of indoor robots.
Ants and cooperative trail optimization
We begin with a simplified model of the process by which ants can discover optimal or near-optimal trails linking their nest to a good source. As we mentioned in the previous section, the behavioural mechanisam responsible for the 'reshaping' or initial, exploratory ant trails into shorter, more efficient ones, appears to be rather complex (see Camazine et al. (2001) for some of the proposed explanations). However, its effects can be 'captured' by a very simple set of rules.
To make things precise, suppose that a group of N dynamical systems (which stand for individual ants) is governed by
where M is a two-dimensional Riemannian manifold. For any two points, a, b 2 M, d(a, b)>0 will denote the length of the shortest curve (in the sense of the metric with which M is endowed) from a to b. We will refer to the systems x k generically as 'agents'.y This model greatly simplifies the situation, but it will be sufficient for now. The environment M is unknown to the agents, who can only measure its geometry in small patches around their current locations. Ants then, seem to be able to solve the following problem, illustrated in figure 1:
Problem 1: Given an initial control u 0 (t), that steers a copy of (1) from the nest x 0 (0) ¼ x s to a food source x 0 (T) ¼ x T , find the shortest path x* (and corresponding control u*) from x S to x T , subject to the equations of motion (1), with the controls u k (t) determined only from information obtained locally to each x k , i.e. from the set S k (t) ¼ {x: d(x, x k (t))<r} for some fixed r>0.
In the absence of the last restriction on u k , this is a well-understood length-minimization problem. It will be useful, however, to outline the difficulties that arise when we require that it be solved without resorting to 'global' information. First, Problem 1 is not easy to solve without cooperation between agents. One reason is the difficulty in describing trajectories and distant points if the environment is unknown and an agent is only able to measure M within a small region around itself. Note that from the point of view of an agent, being able to follow an initial trail is quite different from actually having a representation of the trajectory taken along the way, or for that matter, the coordinates of the target state x T . All that is required to accomplish the former is a feasible control u 0 , or some other form of instructionz for reaching x T . In order to agree on coor-yBy a slight abuse of notation, we will use x k to denote both the kth agent and its trajectory.
zIn some biological collectives (bees for example), members are known to communicate to one another instructions for reaching places of interest, by means of chemical signals and/or movement. In the domain of robots or other autonomous control systems, instructions for reaching x T could take on the form of a choice of control u 0 (t), or a combination of openloop controls and event-based feedback (as is done for example in landmark-based navigation (Lazanas and Latombe 1995 , Roy and Thrum 1999 , Lambert and Fraichard 2000 and newer related work on language-based control (Hristu-Varsakelis and Andersson 2002)).
dinates for x T , or obtain a meaningful representation of a trajectory x(t) on the other hand, it is necessary to have a coordinate system on M, preferably one that is shared by all members of the group and includes the start and target states. Such an object is unlikely to be available to an ant colony. Ants (or a group of robotic explorers) would not know in advances if their environment is geometrically simple-like R 2 -or complicated like a forest floor. In certain cases, a coordinate system can be constructed by composing many overlapping coordinate systems defined locally around 'landmarks' on M. Doing so carries substantial memory and computation requirements, and demands high volumes of information to be transferred between agents, if done cooperatively. It also requires more exploration of the environment than might be necessary because one cannot know in advance which subsets of the environment should be mapped (the optimal trajectory might be 'far' from the one obtained using u 0 ). In the following we will see that it is not necessary for the group to undertake such tasks.
If we restrict Problem 1 to M ¼ R 2 , there are known solutions that do not require knowledge of the environment's geometry and which produce results that agree with field observations (Gordon 1999 , Camazine et al. 2001 . Under the simple-but elegant-model in (Bruckstein 1993) for the now 'planar' ant colony, the ant that discovered the food recruits others to follow it there, which they do as it marches along the initial trail (choosing u 0 (t) as its control). The trajectories of the collective are determined by imposing the following rule: each ant 'follows' by pointing its velocity vector towards its predecessor.
The key observation is that 'local pursuit'-as (2) is termed-allows each ant to reach the target location having travelled a shorter distance than its predecessor. The kinematics (1) coupled with the feedback laws (2) produce iterated paths x k (t) that converge to a line segment from x S to x T . Local pursuit can be viewed as an example of 'learning by repetition', in the sense that each agent attempts to improve its trajectory over that of its predecessor and all agents begin at the same state. However, local pursuit differs from classical iterative learning control methods (see, e.g. Moore 1998, French et al. 1999 and references therein) in at least two important ways, namely that the desired trajectory and the coordinates of the final state are generally unknown.
The main problem: optimal control via local pursuit
The restriction of Problem 1 to the R 2 and its solution by the local pursuit rule are intuitive and easy to understand. However, ant colonies evolve in environments that are almost never R 2 and we would like a generalization of local pursuit that is appropriate for more complicated geometries. Furthermore, we would like to explore the range of optimal control problems which can be solved by pursuit, this time in the presence of dynamics with drift terms or non-linearities, and optimality criteria which are not restricted to path length. With the above in mind, we proceed to formulate the basic problem we are concerned with.
Suppose that we have available a number of 'copies' of a dynamical system
where the states x k evolve on an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold M. We assume that (3) is controllable. As before, we refer to the x k as 'agents' and have in mind that each of them could stand for an autonomous vehicle or other dynamical system of interest. As is evident from (3), M can be embedded in a copy of R p 0 , for p 0 large enough, and it will sometimes be practical to take M's metric to be the one 'inherited' from Euclidean space, although this is by no means necessary. We suppose that one of the agents, x 0 , has available a set of instructions (i.e. a control u 0 defined on [0, T] that steers it from a starting state x S , to a final state x T in T seconds. Such a feasible trajectory from x S to x T could be found using a combination of random exploration, prior knowledge and sensing to reach x T , storing the decisions made along the way. For simplicity we will assume that the states x S , x T are equilibriay of (3) when u k ¼ 0.
yThis assumption can be easily removed but we will make use of it for the sake of conciseness. Problem 2 (Main Problem): Given the agents x k , k ¼ 0,1,2,3, . . . , each governed by (3) and an initial feasible control/trajectory pair (u 0 (t), x 0 (t)), t 2 [0, T], with x k (0) ¼ x S , x k (T) ¼ x T , give a strategy by which the agents x k can find the control/trajectory pair that minimizes a cost functional
for some r > 0 and for all k.
As in the simpler Problem 1, the agents can only make measurements and plan trajectories within small patchesz on M, so the term 'information' here refers to the geometry of the space included in S k (t) as well as measurements and detection of other agents in S k (t).
The functional Jðx, _ x x, t 0 , TÞ is a generic measure of cost associated with a trajectory of (3) defined
x x, 0, TÞ ¼ T would place us in two of the wellstudied situations of optimal control. We have assumed that J does not depend on the second or higher derivatives of the trajectory x, although this is not essential. We will require J to satisfy some additional assumptions, to be given shortly. For now, we will consider instances of Problem 2 with a fixed final time T; the results presented here are largely unchanged if we allow for a variable final time. We will have more to say about that case in the sequel.
Any single agent attempting to solve Problem 2 is faced with at least those difficulties that arise in the special case of Problem 1, namely lack of knowledge of the global geometry. While it is possible (though unlikely) that social insects such as ants perform complex map-making calculations to solve instances of Problem 2, we will show that it is not necessary to do so and that a less complicated cooperative strategy can be used to accomplish the same result, as long as the agents can measure the geometry of their surroundings (within the set S k ) and observe other nearby agents. Our proposed strategy for solving Problem 2 (henceforth referred to as the 'main problem') will involve a pursuit rule which is a genealization of (2).
Before continuing with the discussion, we give the basic assumptions and notational conventions that are used in the remaining sections.
Assumptions and notation
For the cost functional J, we require that:
. Jðx, _ x x, t 0 , TÞ > 0, 80 < t 0 < T and all trajectories x(t) of (3). We will implicitly assume that the domain of definition of
, TÞ for all trajectories of (3) and all 0 T. . The minimizers of J are smooth trajectories and vary continuously with small changes in their endpoints (the latter point will be made precise in } 3.1).
J was defined on smooth trajectories, however its domain can be extended to include trajectories whose derivative _ x xðtÞ is discontinuous at t ¼ 1 , 2 , . . . , q , by
where we have used the fact that J is 'additive'. Finally, we assume that for any point a 2 M, and any time T > 0, there is a (perhaps small) subset M 0 of M containing a, such that the optimal trajectory of (3) from x(0) ¼ a to any x(T) ¼ b 2 M 0 is unique. This assumption can be lifted but we will make use of it in order to simplify the discussion. We will make use of the following notation. Let a, b 2 M and 0< T. We denote the minimum cost to steer (3) from a to b in T unis of time with
Note that the choice of initial time t 0 in the last equation is unimportant and does not change the cost, because neither the right-hand side of (3) nor the cost J have any explicit dependence on the running time t. When referring to trajectories that achieve J*(a, b, T) we will take [0, T] to be their domain of definition, unless zHere the requirement for local decision making in the choice of controls u k pertains to groups of systems whose ability to interact with one another is affected by their proximity on M. However, the situation described in Problem 2 also apply to settings where M itself is completely known (or equivalently the sets S k have large 'diameter' r) but one's ability to plan optimal trajectories is limited because of computational considerations as opposed to physical proximity. For example, a set of identical control experiments in a laboratory could collect information on each other's states independently of which points on M those states occupy. In that case, physical proximity is independent of proximity on M, however, the complexity of the dynamics and the geometry of M could make it difficult or inefficient to compute optimal trajectories to distant states. otherwise stated. We will also make use of the fact that optimal trajectories satisfy the 'triangle' inequality
For an optimal trajectory from
Because of the invariance of J with respect to time shifts, keeping track of the initial time t 0 in is not necessary, but it will prove convenient to do so. The cost associated with a segment of a generic trajectory x of (3) will be denoted by
where again it is implicit that x is defined on an interval which includes [, þ ]. When convenient, we will index the cost according to the agent it concerns, i.e.
The next statements follow easily from the previous definitions.
Fact 1: Let , C x as defined in (9) and (10), x a trajectory of (3) and x* an optimal trajectory of (3) with x*(0) ¼ a, x*(T) ¼ c. Then, for any 0 þ T:
A general local pursuit strategy
Our rules for interaction among members of the group (3) is given by the following:
Step 1. Let t k ¼ kÁ, k ¼ 1,2, . . .
Step 2. For each k ¼ 1,2, . . . , define a one-parameter family of optimal control/trajectory pairs,
Step 3.
We will refer to Á as the 'agent separation'. According to this 'continuous local pursuit' (CLP) strategy (named after the special case in (2)), an agent begins at the initial state x S and follows the feasible trajectory x 0 (t) to the target location x T . After Á units of time, another agent x 1 begins to pursue the first, starting from the same initial condition x S . That agent is itself pursued by x 2 beginning at t ¼ 2Á, and so on, so that the group (3) is arranged in an ordered sequence. The word 'pursuit' means evolution along the optimal trajectory from the state of the pursuer x k (t) to that of its predecessor x kÀ1 (t) for t > kÁ. For generic values of the agent index k, we will refer to the pair x kÀ1 and x k as the 'leader' and 'follower', respectively.
If consecutive agents are close to one another on M, then it should be clear that local pursuit requires a follower x k to plan trajectories to nearby points in S k (t) only (specifically to x kÀ1 (t)), which it can do because we have assumed that x k can sense its surroundings within S k (t). In particular, x k measures x kÀ1 (t) in a coordinate system whose origin is x k (t), or is otherwise local to x k (t), then solves the minimization problem in Step 2 of Algorithm 1. We note that trajectory cost is measured by the functional J, while agent 'proximity' and sensing range S k are measured by the metric on M. We must therefore require that the S k have sufficiently large diameter r, or that optimal trajectories (in the sense of J) between pairs of states on M do not steer (3) through points which are 'too far' (in the sense of d) from the final state. The precise conditions on M, the cost and the dynamics under which the last assumption holds are beyond the scope of this paper. In some cases, proximity on M can be independent of the physical proximity which determines the systems' ability to communicate with one another (see footnote on p. 4). However, in many practical settings the cost and metric are closely related, as for example in problems where trajectory length or time of arrival are minimized. For those cases, we will show that the distances between agents do not increase under local pursuit.
Note that CLP requires each follower to continuously monitor (via sensor measurements and/or communication) the state of its leader and solve the optimal control problem 'locally'. We will also define a 'sampled local pursuit' (SLP) strategy by which each agent samples the state of the agent ahead periodically.
This will prove useful in understanding the behaviour of the systems x k under CLP. Furthermore, in cases where the minimizers of J are not given in closed form or are difficult to compute it may be desirable to reduce the computational burden on each agent by having it solve only a few instances of the optimization problem along the way to the desired state x T .
Algorithm 2 (Sampled Local Pursuit): Choose any such that 0<<Á<T. Let n be such that n<T (n þ 1).
In the CLP algorithm, replace Steps 2 and 3 with:
Step 2. For each k ¼ 1, 2, . . . , define a sequence of optimal control/trajectory pairs
We will refer to as the 'sampling period'.
Note that both algorithms produce a well-defined trajectory x k on [0, T], given x kÀ1 and that CLP can be obtained from SLP by letting ! 0 and i ! 1 in a suitable way. Also, the iterated trajectories obtained by SLP are continuous but not necessarily smooth at the sampling times t k þ i.
The next section discusses the limiting behaviour of the agents x k under local pursuit, as the number of agents grows large. In } 4 we will show how the requirement for a large group can be circumvented.
Main results
We first prove that under SLP the iterated trajectories converge and that they do so to a smooth trajectory which is a local minimum for the main problem. For the sake of simplicity, we will require the agent separation Á (and hence the sets S k (t) over which agents detect their neighbours and plan trajectories) to be sufficiently small so that the control/trajectory pair required in Step 3 of the local pursuit algorithms is unique. We will comment on the consequences of non-uniqueness in } 3.3. We will choose to discuss the evolution of the x k in terms of trajectories and refer to the corresponding controls only as needed. This will make it easier to explore the properties of the pursuit algorithm. Of course, it is the controls that agents must compute during local pursuit, and which are then applied in order to effect evolution along the associated trajectories.
Lemma 1 (Convergence of SLP): Assume a group of agents x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x k , . . . evolve under Sampled Local Pursuit. Let the initial trajectory be x 0 (t) with x 0 (0) ¼ x s and x 0 (T) ¼ x T . Let the agent separation and sampling period satisfy <Á. Then, lim k!1 c k (t k , T) exists, i.e. the costs of the iterated trajectories converge.
Proof: It is enough to show that the cost of the iterated trajectories is non-increasing with k. Consider the evolution of the ðk À 1Þth and kth agents. SLP dictates that x k sample the state of x kÀ1 at the times t k and steer along the optimal trajectory from x S towards x kÀ1 (t k ) over Á units of time. At t k þ it updates its trajectory to be optimal for reaching x kÀ1 (t k þ ) from x k (t k þ ), and so on. The process is illustrated in figure 2. Dotted lines correspond to x kÀ1 (t), the 'leader' on [t kÀ1 , t kÀ1 þ T], while the solid lines indicate the trajectories of the 'follower', x k (t). The dashed lines, correspond to the planned trajectoriesx x k ðtÞ, which the follower initially (at t k þ i) decides to move along, but may not do so because it updates its trajectory at t k þ (i þ 1) in its effort to reach the leader.
During t 2 [t k , t k þ ], the follower moves on a trajectory which is optimal for steering from
because the optimal cost for reaching x kÀ1 (t k ) from x S in Á time units can be no more than that incurred by x kÀ1 . The cost showing on left-hand side of the last inequality can be split in two parts, one of which will be 'realized' by the follower
From (14) and (15) 
At t k þ , the follower chooses a new control policy which is optimal for pursuing the leader at x k (t k þ ).
Because this new planned trajectory is optimal from x k (t k þ ) to x kÀ1 (t k þ ) over Á time units, its cost should be no more than that of any trajectory from
From (8) and Fact 1
We can again divide the cost associated with the lefthand side of the last inequality into a portion that is actually realized by the follower and a 'planned' additional cost that would be realized if the leader stayed fixed at x k (t k þ )
From (16)-(18), we obtain
where
Á À Þ because if the leader stayed fixed at t k þ , the follower's planned trajectory from x k (t k þ ) to x kÀ1 ðt k þ Þ would be optimal. We repeat this procedure until t ¼ t k þ n where n is such that Á þ ðn À 1Þ < T Á þ n and obtain
In the next sampling period, t 2 ½t k þ n, t k þ T and the leader has reached the final (equilibrium) state x T . Thus, at t k þ n the follower moves along an optimal trajectory from
independently of the number of samplings that occur. This last smooth trajectory segment is indicated by the last solid line of figure 3. Hence c k ðt k þ n, T À nÞ ¼ ðx k ðt k þ nÞ, x T , t k þ n, T À n t k þ n, T À nÞ Cx x k ðt k þ n, Á À Þþ c kÀ1 Â ðt k þ ðn À 1Þ, T À ðn À 1Þ À ÁÞ:
From (20) and (21), we obtain c k ðt k , TÞ c kÀ1 ðt kÀ1 , Á þ ðn À 1ÞÞ þ c kÀ1 ðt k þ ðn À 1Þ, T À ðn À 1Þ À ÁÞ
and we have shown that the cost incurred by the follower is no greater than that of the leader. We note that the c k are bounded below by J*(x S , x T , T), therefore the sequence c k converges to a local minimum
oe Observation 1 (Uniqueness of limiting trajectory): If the solution to the optimal control problem (5) is unique for all initial and final states sufficiently close to one another (in the sense of the metric with which M is endowed), then there exists an agent separation Á > 0 such that sampled local pursuit converges to a unique trajectory, x 1 . Figure 2 . Illustrating sampled local pursuit. The statement is easily proved by contradiction, using the fact that if Á is sufficiently small, then the optimal trajectories 'linking' x k (t) to x kÀ1 (t) are unique. The proof is straightforward and will be omitted. If optimal trajectories are not unique, then Lemma 1 defines an equivalence class of locally optimal trajectories with the same cost C. In that case, sampled local pursuit produces 'convergence to a set' of trajectories with equal costs. This may be the case for example if pursuit takes place on a manifold which is not simply connected (e.g. contains a hole or an obstacle). We will discuss some examples of this-and ways of 'forcing' convergence-in the sequel.
Having already noted that each trajectory x k (t) is piecewise smooth, we now show that x 1 is smooth.
Lemma 2 (Smoothness): If the sampling period and agent separation satisfy 0<<Á and sampled local pursuit converges, it does so to a smooth trajectory.
Proof: Let the hypothesis of Observation 1 be satisfied (locally unique optimal trajectories) and let x 1 be the limiting trajectory to which sampled local pursuit has converged. Suppose x kÀ1 evolves along x 1 ðtÞ.
Assume without loss of generality that x k updates its trajectory only once in the interval [t k , t k þ Á]. At t ¼ t k , the follower x k leaves x S and initially evolves along a trajectory which is optimal (for steering from x S to x kÀ1 (t k ) in Á sec) and smooth on (t k , t k þ Á). As in Lemma 1, this trajectory can be segmented into a 'realized' x k (t) and a 'planned' portion x x k ðtÞ with x k ,x x k identical on [t k , t k þ ) but possibly different on [t k þ , t k þ Á] as a result of the follower sampling the leader's state at t k þ .
We claim that the planned trajectoryx x k ðtÞ is actually realized in the interval [t k þ , t k þ Á], i.e. x k ðtÞ ¼x x k ðtÞ on [t k , t k þ Á] and the update that occurs at t k þ does not result in a discontinuity for _ x x k . To see this, suppose thatx x k ðtÞ 6 ¼ x k ðtÞ for some t 2 ½t k þ , t k þ Á. On other hand, x k ðt k þ Þ ¼ x kÀ1 ðt kÀ1 þ Þ and x k ðt k þ þ ÁÞ ¼ x kÀ1 ðt kÀ1 þ þ ÁÞ, because we have assumed that the iterated trajectories have converged. Thus, the trajectory
We conclude that x k 6 ¼ x kÀ1 on [t k þ , t k þ Á], which contradicts the convergence of the iterated trajectories, therefore x k must be smooth at t k þ and (because we always choose <Á) on (t k , t k þ Á), past the first update period. Repeating the above argument leads to the conclusion that x k (t) is smooth at t k þ 2 and in fact at all t k t k þ i t k þ T. Since by construction x k is smooth between these times, it is smooth on the entire [t k , t k þ T]. oe Before establishing the local optimality of the iterated trajectories produced by sampled local pursuit, we will require an intermediate result on compositions of trajectories of (3). The following definitions are intuitive:
Definition 1 (Overlap of trajectories): Let 1 (t), 2 (t) be trajectories of (3), defined on time intervals I 1 and I 2 respectively, where I 1 \ I 2 6 ¼ 6 0. We say that 1 and 2 overlap if 1 (t) ¼ 2 (t) and _ 1 ðtÞ ¼ _ 2 ðtÞ for all t 2 I 1 \ I 2 .
Definition 2 (Composition of overlapping trajectories): Let 1 (t), 2 (t) be overlapping trajectories of (3), defined on time intervals I 1 and I 2 respectively, where I 1 \ I 2 6 ¼ 6 0 Choose any t c 2 I 1 \ I 2 ; we define the composition of the two trajectories (on I 1 [ I 2 ) to be ð 1 2 ÞðtÞ ¼ Á 1 ðtÞ t t c 2 ðtÞ t > t c :
Definition 3: We will say that the optimal trajectories in Problem 2 are extendable if they are defined by a differential equation (as a necessary condition for optimality), of if:
. for all optimal trajectories x Ã 1 , x Ã 2 from x Ã 1 ð0Þ ¼ a 1 (resp. x Ã 2 ð0Þ ¼ a 2 ) to x Ã 1 ðTÞ ¼ b 1 (resp. x Ã 2 ðTÞ ¼ b 2 ) there exists > 0 such that 8" > 0, "<" 0
where k Á k denotes the usual Euclidean norm, and . there is an " 0 > 0 such that 8" > 0, "<" 0 , there exists K > 0 for which
for all trajectories x 1 , x 2 of (3) and all T > 0, where kx 1 À x 2 k 1 ¼ max t kx 1 ðtÞ À x 2 ðtÞk.
Theorem 1 (Composition of optimal trajectories): Let 1 (t), 2 (t) be overlapping, locally optimal trajectories of (3), defined on time intervals I 1 and I 2 respectively, with I 1 \ I 2 6 ¼ 6 0. If the solutions of the main problem (5) are extendable then the composition 1 2 is locally optimal (on I 1 [ I 2 ).
Proof: See Appendix. oe
Finally, we can conclude that:
Theorem 2 (Sampled local pursuit): If the minimizers of (5) are unique, extendable and <Á, then Sampled local pursuit converges to a smooth local minimum.
Proof:
We have already shown that the cost associated with the iterated paths approaches a minimum. Furthermore, the limiting trajectory x 1 is made up of smooth segments defined on intervals of the form [t k þ j, t k þ j þ Á], where j<iÁ. These segments overlap, are individually optimal and form an overall smooth trajectory on [0, T] as we have shown in Lemma 2. The optimality of that overall trajectory follows directly from Theorem 1. oe
Continuous local pursuit
We now go on to consider the limiting behaviour of trajectories of the ensemble (3) where agents continuously pursue one another.
Theorem 3 (Convergence of continuous local pursuit): If the assumptions of Theorem 2 (Sampled local pursuit) are satisfied, then the Continuous local pursuit algorithm converges to a smooth trajectory which is also a local minimum for the cost (5).
Before we prove Theorem 3 we show that a single update of a follower's trajectory will result in a better cost no matter when the update occurs.
Lemma 3: Fix r 2 [0, T) and suppose that each agent x k evolves on a trajectory such that
Then c k ðt k , TÞ c kÀ1 ðt kÀ1 , TÞ.
Proof: Suppose that t k þ r þ Á<T (a similar argument works in the case t k þ r þ Á ! T). As figure 4 illustrates, the follower moves on a locally optimal trajectory for t 2 Proof: Fix 0<<Á as before. Define a sequence x i k ðtÞ ðt 2 ½t k , t k þ TÞ, i ¼ 0, 1, 2, . . . by setting x 0 k ðtÞ ¼ Á x kÀ1 ðtÞ and letting x i k ðtÞ be the trajectory of an agent that updates its trajectory i times while pursuing x kÀ1 (see figure 5 ). Let C i k ¼ Á Jðx i k , _ x x i k , t k , t k þ TÞ be the cost associated with the trajectory x i k . From repeated applications of Lemma 3, we have that for any fixed > 0, C i k C iÀ1 k , i.e. more updates result in lower cost. Now, let ¼ T/i and take i ! 1. An argument similar to that used to prove convergence of SLP shows that C 1 k ¼ lim i!1 C i k and x 1 k ¼ lim i!1 x i k exist for any fixed k and that C 1 k C i k for any i. In fact, x 1 k is precisely the trajector of the kth agent under CLP. We are now interested in the convergence of x 1 k as k ! 1. Setting C 1 0 ¼ Á x 0 ðtÞ for the initial trajectory, we see that the cost of x 1 k satisfies C 1 k C 1 kÀ1 . The sequence C 1 k is non-increasing and bounded below, therefore it converges to a limit.
If the minimizers of (5) are unique for any pair of states x k (t), x kÀ1 (t) sufficiently close to one another, as we have assumed, then it follows immediately that the iterated trajectories converge as well, otherwise there is a pair of states x k (t k þ t 1 ), x kÀ1 (t k þ t 1 ) which lie in S k (t k þ t 1 ) and for which the optimal X k (tk+Τ) X k-1 (t k-1 +Τ) X k-1 (t k-1 ) X k (t k ) X k (tk+r) X k (tk+r+∆) Figure 4 . Pursuit with a single measurement of the leader's state. control problem has two or more solutions, which is a contradiction. oe
Proof of Theorem 3:
Smoothness is immediate, by construction and from the assumptions made concerning the minimizers of (5). Local optimality follows from the fact that agents that evolve along the limiting trajectories x* follow the trajectory of their predecessor, delayed by Á units of time. Moreover, for all t 1 2 [0, T À Á] the segment from x*(t 1 ) to x*(t 1 þ Á) must be locally optimal, otherwise an agent evolving along x* will be pursued on a trajectory other than x*, which contradicts convergence. Therefore, we can construct a sequence of overlapping trajectory segments, starting from x S and ending at x T , with each segment being locally optimal. The result then follows from Theorem 1. oe The argument used to prove Lemma 4 implies that for a fixed agent separation Á, a follower makes a larger improvement over its leader's trajectory using CLP, compared to when SLP is used. The tradeoff is that the follower must continuously compute the optimal trajectory to reach the leader. Consequently, CLP is most useful when the cost and geometry of the situation are such that optimal trajectories between nearby states are easy to compute.
Special cases: length and time minimization
For trajectory optimization problems that involve minimizing path length or time of arrival to a desired state, we have the additional interesting result that the pairwise cost to reach an agent from its follower is decreasing under local pursuit. Before discussing this, we note that when a Problem 2 the cost Jðx, _ x x, 0, TÞ is to be minimized with respect to u and T subject to (3), local pursuit must be altered slightly to reflect this in Step 3 of Algorithm 1. In the case of SLP, the sampling period must be smaller than any of the optimal endtimes T Ã k, i for reaching x k from x k þ 1 at the sampling times t k þ i. In CLP, on which we will concentrate in the remainder of the paper, one simply requires that the optimization problem in Step 3 of Algorithm 1 is solved jointly with respect to the control and final timey.
Theorem 4: If d d Jðx, _ x x, 0, Þ is constant for any trajectory of (3) defined on [0, T], for all T and all 0<<T, then under local pursuit, the optimal cost of reaching any agent x kÀ1 (t) from its follower x k (t) is decreasing, unless both evolve along an optimal trajectory. Proof: The proof is a generalization of that given in Bruckstein (1993) and Hristu-Varsakelis (2000) . Without loss of generality assume that the rate of change of J is unity. Let ðx S , x T Þ ¼ J Ã ðx S , x T , T Ã Þ be the minimum cost (now over both u and T ) for steering (3) from a state x S to another x T , where T* is the optimal time of arrival at x T . Note that we can also choose to minimize trajectory length by setting f(x k , u k ) ¼ u k . Define t k ¼ kÁ and assume that at time t the follower knows where the leader will be at the future time t þ ", where " > 0 is 'small'. During the interval [t, t þ "), the follower chooses to apply the optimal control for arriving at x kÀ1 (t þ ") in an attempt to intercept the leader. From the properties of J and J* (equation (9), Fact 1), we have for all " > 0
because the follower moves along the optimal trajectory from x k (t) to x kÀ1 (t þ "). For the same reason and because of our assumption of a constant rate of change for J, ðx k ðtÞ; x k ðt þ "ÞÞ ¼ "; k while ðx kÀ1 ðtÞ, x kÀ1 ðt þ "ÞÞ " because x kÀ1 is suboptimal. Combining these facts, we have ðx k ðt þ "Þ, x kÀ1 ðt þ "ÞÞ ðx k ðtÞ, x kÀ1 ðtÞÞ þ ðx kÀ1 ðtÞ, x kÀ1 ðt þ "ÞÞ À " ðx k ðtÞ, x kÀ1 ðtÞÞ þ " À " ¼ ðx k ðtÞ, x kÀ1 ðtÞÞ ð28Þ or ðx k ðt þ "Þ, x kÀ1 ðt þ "ÞÞ À ðx k ðtÞ, x kÀ1 ðtÞÞ " 0: ð29Þ
Now, by letting " ! 0, we have
In fact, the total cost incurred by x k from x S to x T can be no greater than that incurred by x kÀ1 and if equality holds in (29) and (30) then x kÀ1 must be moving along a locally optimal trajectory. oe
Remarks
Our discussion of local pursuit suggests that a way for a group of control systems to discover a locally optimal trajectory between a pair of distant states, is to have each agent evolve along the optimal trajectory from its own state to that of its leader (assuming the leader is itself evolving towards the desired state).
yIf the quantities to minimize J over include the final time T, then it is possible that an agent catches up with the one ahead of it. For the sake of simplicity, we will assume-as is done in Bruckstein (1993) and Hristu-Varsakelis (2000) -that if x k (t c ) ¼ x kÀ1 (t c ) for some time t c > kÁ, then x k joints x kÀ1 towards the final state x T , i.e. the pursuer adopts the control of its predecessory u k (t) ¼ u kÀ1 (t), so that their trajectories are identical after t c .
Local pursuit solves the optimal control problem in many 'short', intermediate pieces. This should be compared to solving the same optimal control problem only once but with boundary conditions that are 'far' apart (this corresponds to the degenerate case where the vehicle separation is Á ¼ T ). If the geometry of the space in which the systems evolve can only be measured locally, solving the problem only once is difficult or impossible because one does not know how distant points are related, or where exactly the target state is. Local pursuit circumvents this difficulty using limited interaction between neighboring systems. The trade-off is that each system is required to solve the optimal control problem many times along its trajectory and to observe its neighbours. Depending on the available sensors, active communication between agents is not always necessary-they agents could track one another using vision or by means of transmissions that signal their location (e.g. sound, radio).
Local pursuit yields locally-optimal trajectories. Observations of ant colonies show (Camazine et al. 2001 ) that their trails too can settle in local minima. In cases where multiple local minima exist, the choice of agent separation Á, sampling period (if SLP is used) and initial control u 0 , determine which minimum is achieved.
There is a clear tradeoff in selecting the agent separation Á: large values of Á will generally result in convergence in fewer iterations, however this may place significant demands on each agent's sensory and communication capabilities. Large Á also increases the chances of convergence to the global optimum. In any practical setting there will be an upper bound on Á which will depend on the level of sophistication of the systems under consideration, and on the geometry of their environment. On the other hand, the choice of Á need not be precise to guarantee convergence.
3.3.1. Multiple optima between follower and leader. If agent separation is large, then the optimal trajectories from x k (t) to states within the sets S k (t) may not be unique, and an agent might be forced to choose from a number of optimal trajectories that connect it to its leader. In that case, convergence to a limit trajectory is not guaranteed, unless we can 'break the symmetry' by making a 'consistent' choice. Figure 6 illustrates the situation: suppose for simplicity that the agent dynamics are _ x x k ¼ u k , ku k k ¼ 1, and that the quantity to optimize is trajectory length in R 2 , using CLP. The shaded region shown in figure 6 is a 'hole' or obstacle in the shape of a disc of unit radius. The points S and E represent the initial and target states, respectively. If Á ¼ , then there is a pair of local optima from S to A, so the evolution of an agent starting at S could be ambiguous. The trajectories x k will converge to a local optimum if all agents choose the same 'left' of 'right' semi-circle when at S. A consistent choice is possible, for example, on an oriented manifold if agents can agree to choose paths relative to local geometric features (e.g. 'right' in figure 6 is determined relative to the obstacle). Alternatively, agents could communicate their choice to one another, or somehow leave behind a 'marker' indicating their choice.
3.3.2. Escaping local minima. Although local pursuit is not guaranteed to converge to a globally optimal trajectory, there are a number of interesting and tractable cases that illustrate the trade-off between choosing small system separation Á and the ability of local pursuit to 'escape' local minima. Because of space limitations we restrict our discussion to two of these cases, depicted in figure 7, where we have assumed the same governing equations _ x x k ¼ u k and cost J ¼
S A E Figure 6 . Choosing between multiple optima: the points S and E indicate the start and target states respectively. The environment is R 2 with a unit disc 'removed'. The curve from S to E via A indicates a possible initial trajectory. For Á ¼ , the follower at S must decide between two locally optimal trajectories to the leader at A. If Á 6 ¼ then there is no ambiguity and convergence of CLP is guaranteed, although not to the global optimum, unless Á > . Figure 7 . Escaping local minima. Left: pursuit on a cylinder. Right: pursuit on a terrain with holes or obstacles. If Á is sufficiently small, local pursuit may converge to a trajectory that winds around the cylinder (or hole) more times than necessary.
. If pursuit takes place on a surface with holes or obstacles and the initial feasible path winds around the obstacle, with Á sufficiently small, the iterated trajectories may converge to a local optimum. In fact, if Á is greater than 1/2 the perimeter of the smallest circle that surrounds the hole, then local pursuit converges to the global optimum because there will be a system x kþ1 that reaches the boundary of the obstacle exactly Á units after x k has done so. In figure 6 , Á> would result in convergence to the global optimum, namely the line segment from S to E. . If pursuit takes place on the surface of a cylinder (or torus) with Á sufficiently small, CLP may converge to a curve that winds many times around the cylinder. If Á is greater than one half of the length of the (locally) optimal trajectory shown in figure 7 , the iterated paths will converge to the global optimum. In fact, given Á, one could estimate the number of encirclements for the limiting trajectory.
Simulations and experiments
In this section we illustrate some aspects of CLP through a series of simulations and laboratory experiments. Our goal is to give the reader a general idea of the algorithm's versatility and performance via problems whose complexity is sufficient to make local pursuit interesting, but whose solutions are otherwise well-understood.
A trail optimization problem
One of the original motivations behind local pursuit had to do with the 'discovery' of geodesics on a manifold. We begin with a related example that involves higher complexity than the original R 2 problem posed in Bruckstein (1993) , but which still has an intuitive, easyto-visualize solution. More specifically, we consider path length optimization on a non-Euclidean surface, whose metric is 'inherited' from Euclidean space.
We simulated a terrain composed of two right cones 'sewn' onto the real plane (see figure 8 ) in such a way that their vertices were at a height of 700 and 750 units respectively over the plane, and projected to the points (2700, 0) and (0, 0). A control system with dynamics governed by
traced a path from x S ¼ (3500, 0) by moving around the boundary of the cones to reach x T ¼ (À1300, 0), which we assumed was a location of interest. The initial curve had a total length of 6455 units of length. To illustrate the use of CLP for finding the minimum-length curve from x S to x T , we simulated a group of kinematic systems governed by (31), all moving with unit speed ku k k ¼ 1 on the space described above. The first of those systems moved along the suboptimal trajectory that circumvented the cones, while the remaining systems x 1 , x 2 , . . . followed using CLP, with separation Á ¼ 1280, about a fifth of the length of x 0 . Figure 8 shows the evolution of the iterated trajectories for the first few systems, as well as the optimal trajectory. To avoid cluttering the figure, only a few of the agents' trajectories are shown.
We note that none of the systems x i has available the coordinates of x T or the trajectories of any of their counterparts. Their movement was completely determined by the position of their predecessor(s). The follower x k continuously updated its control so as to put itself on the shortest path from x k (t) to x kÀ1 (t). When both leader and follower were on the plane or on a cone, the follower could easily compute the optimal trajectory from its current state to that of its leader, with x kÀ1 measured in a coordinate system which the follower x k constructed around its current location. When the follower was on plane and its leader on a cone or vice versa, the follower had to numerically compute the optimal trajectory to the leader. This involved choosing from a one-dimensional family of curves defined by optimal trajectories from the follower to the plane/cone boundary, then from that boundary to the leader. The optimal crossing of the boundary could then be easily computed by performing a one dimensional search for every plane-to-cone or cone-to-plane crossing of the trajectories 'linking' each follower to its leader. The trajectories of x 10 and subsequent agents were effectively optimal. The computational burden on each agent was small enough so that the simulation ran in real time on a 1.4 GHz PC.
A second-order system: minimum-time control
In the previous example (as well as in previous discussions of local pursuit) agents were governed by drift-free dynamics. Here, we illustrate the application of local pursuit in a time-optimization problem with dynamics which include inertial effects. Perhaps the simplest and best-known such problem involves the second-order system
where we seek to minimize the time to reach (T) ¼ 0,
¼ 0. Of course, it is known that the optimal control for this problem satisfies u ¼ À 1 on [0, T/2) and u ¼ 1 on [T/2, T).
We simulated a series of agents which were governed by (32) and evolved using continuous local pursuit. For the first of these agents, we choose the control u 0 (t) ¼ À 2 sin(2t). Figure 9 shows the initial trajectory as well as the trajectories of the first three pursues. Each pursuer x k ¼ ½ k , _ k T chose its control so as to reach its leader x kÀ1 in minimum time. Again, this computation was performed locally from the point of view of the follower, meaning that x k made decisions based only on the quantity x kÀ1 (t) À x k (t), i.e. the relative position and velocity of its follower, not knowing where the final destination x T lay. For a separation of Á ¼ (/4) sec convergence was rapid, and the trajectory of the fourth system was optimal.
A sub-Riemannian example
We now give an example of local pursuit with agents that are subject to non-holonomic constraints. The latter arise in a broad category of practical systems (including many wheeled vehicles for example) and give rise to special difficulties in 'moving' the state along certain directions in the state-space. Figure 10 shows the trajectories of a set of systems that evolve under local pursuit and whose equations of motion were given by the well-known non-holonomic integrator (Brockett 1981 ) where we want to steer from one state to another while minimizing
An important fact regarding (33) is that changing z requires generating area in the (, y) plane (a secondorder effect) and that the optimal trajectories are helical in (, y, z)-space (Brockett 1981, Brockett and Dai 1993) . We chose an initial (suboptimal) control (u 0 (t), v 0 (t)) that steered the state from (, y, z)(0) ¼ (1, 2, 0) to (, y, z)(2) ¼ (1.59, À2.77, À1.87) and simulated a group of systems whose dynamics were given by (33) and which evolved under CLP starting from the initial state. Each system x k could not 'see' further than its predecessor x kÀ1 on the (x, y)-plane and constantly updated its controls to pursue x kÀ1 along a circular arc, determined by their respective positions and their relative 'height' difference z kÀ1 (t) À z k (t). The trajectories of the first few systems are shown in figure 10 . The initial trajectory is shown by the dashed curve, while the optimal trajectory, is marked by asterisks. The separation between systems was set to Á ¼ 1.7 sec. After ten iterations, the pursuers moved under essentially optimal control. 4.4. Finite collectives: an experiment with a group of mobile robots Of course, any practical collective must be finite. In that case, it may still be possible to implement local pursuit by having agents return to the starting state x S once they have reached x T , so that they may be recruited again in the pursuit process. This involves agents rever-sing their trajectory from x S to x T , from knowledge of the forward trajectory combined perhaps with additional sensor-based feedback. In that case, agents can follow each other back to x S , thus continuing to improve their trajectories during their return. The following experiment illustrates this idea.
We implemented continuous local pursuit using three of the mobile robots shown in figure 11 . Each robot has three wheels, two of which are independently actuated. The wheel configuration makes the robot kinematically equivalent to a unicycle. The robots are outfitted with 16 sonar sensors each as well as odometry sensors and wireless access to the Internet. Each robot is also outfitted with a pair of microphones and speakers. Thus equipped, robots were able to exchange position information over a wireless network and get bearing information on one another.
Our robots were designed for indoor use, therefore the experiment described below was performed on level terrain. We fixed a coordinate frame in the laboratory where the robots were located. Starting at the origin, one of the robots (designated as the leader) was sent out to explore the terrain, recording its odometry datay along the way and using its sensors to avoid collisions with obstacles. The leader reached the coordinates (3.75 m, 0.75 m) which were designated as the target, and returned to the origin by reversing course and using the odometry information it collected on its way to the target. Once back at the origin, the leader turned around and re-traced its original path to the target, this time followed by the two other robots, each at an initial distance of 0.5 m behind its predecessor. Length was measured by the usual Euclidean metric. This means that the shortest path connecting the origin to the target position was simply a straight linez.
Each robot followed its leader by moving forward with constant speed, while adjusting its turn rate so as to keep the leader directly ahead. As expected, each robot travelled a shorter distance to the target than its predecessor, successively improving the path between the origin and the target. Once at the target location, the robots followed each other back to the origin, further reducing the total length travelled. We arranged matters so that the robots followed one another back and forth between the origin and the target, in order to circumvent yIn this experiment, the robot trajectories were such that the precision of odometry data was sufficient. For trajectories that are longer or require higher accelerations, better sensors, e.g. a laser range-finder, and/or use of landmark-based navigation methods would be appropriate.
zWe note that our choice of metric effectively ignores the non-holonomic constraint which governs the kinematics of our robots. We were able to do this because in this experiment the robots were not required to move 'sideways'. the need for a large number of vehicles. Figure 12 shows the paths travelled by the first (initial leader) and second robots during seven successive trips between the origin and the target. As expected, the iterated paths approached a straight line.
Conclusions
We have presented a biologically-inspired control strategy by which a group of identical dynamical systems can progressively discover the optimal trajectory joining a pair of locations in their state space.
Members of the group have limited sensor range and can only measure the geometry of their environment locally, without access to a map or other form of global information. Under the proposed approach, the systems-members of a group 'pursue' one another from a starting to a desired state, in a way that iteratively optimizes their trajectories, without knowledge of the global geometry, or of the coordinates of the target state, and without the need for map-making or for communicating large amounts of information to one another. The proposed strategy, termed local pursuit (after the special case discussed in Bruckstein (1993) ) mimics the way in which ant colonies optimize their trails.
Local pursuit means solving an optimal control problem locally, with terminal conditions determined by the states of neighbouring systems as they evolve along a feasible trajectory. Under local pursuit, locally optimal decisions along portions of a trajectory, progressively 'extend' to being optimal along the entire trajectory. An initial control-or other form of instructions-must be provided or otherwise discovered in order for the first system to be able to guide the rest (suboptimally) to the desired state. The dynamics of individual members may include inertial terms and non-linearities. As a model for ant-trail optimization, our algorithm generalizes and improves over previous pursuit strategies in that it applies to more realistic settings, including non-Euclidean geometries. We showed that the basic principle behind local pursuit can be applied to a broad range of optimal control problems, including those of length minimization in terrain with curvature and time-optimal control. Local pursuit trades the difficulty of computing optimal trajectories to 'distant' states, for the need for repetition. Figure 11 . Local pursuit with a trio of robots. We discussed two versions of local pursuit, according to the number of instances of the optimal control problem which must be solved by each system on its way to the final state. In continuous local pursuit (CLP) each system must continuously update the optimal trajectory 'linking' that system with its nearby neighbour. For settings where these short trajectories are difficult to compute efficiently, the 'sampled' version of our algorithm (where only a finite number of optimizations must be performed by each system) may be appropriate. We presented a series of simulations and experiments illustrating CLP-based control in various settings, including a laboratory-scale path optimization problem involving a small group of robots.
There are several opportunities for future work. First, one could extend local pursuit to optimal control problems where the final state is only partially constrained, thus defining a target set to be reached, as opposed to a fixed state. In such a setting, an agent might need to abandon the pursuit process once it is close enough to the target set, and optimize the remainder of its trajectory individually. Additionally, it would be interesting to explore the relationship between agent separation and the ability of local pursuit to 'escape' local minima. For example, numerical experiments with the situations discussed in } 3.3.2 suggest that there should be a relationship between the maximum size of 'terrain features' on M, the agent separation Á and convergence to the global optimum. For smooth manifolds, this relationship could perhaps be quantified by statements about the maximum curvature of M.
In the local pursuit experiment described in the previous section, we commented on ways to circumvent the need for an infinite number of agents. We have observed in numerical simulations that in cases where the optimal control takes values in a finite set (including, for example, the 'bang-bang' control problem of } 4.2) convergence to the optimum occurred after a finite number of agents. As a practical matter, it would be interesting to know what is the broadest category of optimal control problems (and agent dynamics) for which this holds.
Finally, local pursuit could be useful as a numerical method for computing optimal controls. In settings where analytical solutions are difficult to obtain, one must often resort to numerical techniques such as multiple shooting, where an initial trajectory is sampled in time and the samples are iteratively refined to reduce the trajectory's cost. Typically, such methods have a high computational cost that grows polynomially with the number of sample points. One could combine the existing numerical methods with local pursuit and use them to compute optimal trajectories between pursuing agents. Doing so could, in principle, reduce the size and computation time of the problem by splitting each numerical iteration down to many smaller pieces (one for each pair of agents). Work on these extensions is currently underway. Other open questions related to local pursuit include the rate of convergence to the optimal trajectory and extensions of local pursuit to stochastic settings, where the sensors and actuators of the agents are subject to noise.
From our assumption in (25) we have that jC x Ã ðt 1 , Þ À C x ðt 1 , Þj K max t 2 ½0, T ðkx Ã ðtÞ À xðtÞkÞ < K:
Using the same argument we obtain jC y1 ðt 1 , Þ À C x ðt 1 , Þj < "K jC y2 ðt 1 , Þ À C x ðt 1 , Þj < "K:
From (34)-(36) we obtain C x Ã ð0, TÞ À C x ð0, TÞ ¼ ðC x Ã ð0, t 1 Þ À C x ð0, t 1 ÞÞ þ ðC x Ã ðt 1 , Þ À C x ðt 1 , ÞÞ þ ðC x Ã ðt 1 þ , T À t 1 À Þ À C x ðt 1 þ , T À t 1 À ÞÞ < jC x Ã ðt 1 , Þ À C y1 ðt 1 , Þj þ jC x Ã ðt 1 , Þ À C x ðt 1 , Þj þ jC x Ã ðt 1 , Þ À C y2 ðt 1 , Þj < 3" 0 K
where " 0 ¼ max(, "), or 0 < C x Ã ð0, TÞ À C x ð0, TÞ 3K" 0 < :
Now, note that the trajectories x* and x are both unchanged if the 'amount of overlap' between 1 and 2 is decreased. Then, by reducing while " 0 and K are fixed (they are independent of ), we see that (38) is violated and we have arrived at a contradiction. Therefore the composition ð 1 2 ÞðtÞ, t 2 ½0, T must be locally optimal. oe X f X(t) X*(t 1 ) X 0 X(t 1 ) X * (t 1 +∆) X(t 1 +∆) Y 1 (t) Y 2 (t) X * (t 1 ) Figure 13 . Illustrating the proof of Theorem 1. Two 'neighbouring' trajectories x * (t) and x(t), connecting a pair of points x 0 , x f .
